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Executive Summary  
 

“Climate change is a fact.  And when our children’s children look us in the eye and ask if we did all we 

could to leave them a safer, more stable world…I want us to be able to say yes, we did.” 

~President Barack Obama, State of the Union Address, January 28, 2014 

 

 
 

Oregon, like many other jurisdictions around the world, recognizes that the time to act on climate 

change is now. Putting a price on carbon pollution is one way to accomplish this, and Oregon needs the 

best possible information on how carbon pricing might be implemented within its borders.  

The Climate Trust examined five current carbon pricing systems using a set of four key indicators: 

Carbon Reduction, Economic Growth, Job Creation and Social Equity. Takeaways from our analysis are: 

 Any carbon pricing policy should be thought of as one piece of an overall policy strategy to 

address carbon emissions. Complementary policies are necessary and should link with, rather 

than contradict, the carbon pricing mechanism for the best carbon reduction results. 

 Both cap and trade and carbon taxes have the potential for positive gains in terms of carbon 

reduction, economy, jobs and social equity simultaneously, disproving the notion that 

environmental stewardship is in opposition to economic prosperity. 

 Other jurisdictions’ experiences with program design can help inform policy design in Oregon, 

including the design of a successful regional system as proposed for Western jurisdictions. 

 Targeted reinvestment tends to improve economic, job creation and social equity outcomes. 

 Social equity should be the filter through which any carbon pricing mechanism is designed. 

 Prioritizing the scientific and economic validity of the carbon pricing mechanism and 

communicating its benefits clearly to stakeholders improves not only likelihood of passage but 

also survivability.
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Introduction 
 
Climate Change: A Case for Action 

 

Climate change mitigation is not an all-or-nothing proposition; it is a matter of degrees; 2˚C to be exact.  

 

Climate researchers stress that the catastrophic effects of climate change- permanent and irreversible 

changes to weather patterns and biodiversity which will impact our quality of life- cannot be avoided if 

the planet warms more than 2˚C, a figure to which the world is already dangerously close. The 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change1 has determined that we have burned through half of our 

“carbon budget”- the 1000 gigatons of carbon deemed safe to burn before the 2˚C change becomes 

unavoidable. Worldwide emissions will need to be cut in half by 2050 to prevent this outcome. Ceres 

provides a simple illustration of our unburnable carbon reserves: 

 

 

 
In light of this new information, many jurisdictions-including Oregon- are discussing the merits of carbon 

pricing to meet jurisdictional goals and to keep our world from changing irreversibly. It is within this 

context that this report is written. 

 

                                                           
1 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Fifth Assessment Report, September 2013. 
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Policy discussions on climate change mitigation strategies focus primarily on the costs and impacts of 

such programs. To frame this discussion we begin by addressing the potential costs and impacts of 

inaction. The social cost of carbon- the amount of money each ton of carbon emitted into the 

atmosphere really costs our economy- is currently estimated at $37 USD per ton2, and this figure will 

increase with each year of inaction. No entity has yet produced a credible estimate of the impacts of 

inaction to Oregon’s economy, specifically. That said, we can deduce from our economy’s profile and a 

recent Oregon State University report on climate change impacts3 that negative economic impacts will 

arise primarily from:  

 

Threat: Leading to: Valuation of industries 
affected: 

Warmer, drier summers Drought 
Heat waves 
Wildfires 
Disease and pest increases 

Forestry: $12.7B4 
Wine: $2.7B5 

Sea level rise along coast Erosion 
Flooding 

Coastal Real Estate: No 
information available 

Reduced  winter snowpack in 
the Cascades 

Increased water prices 
Increased irrigation needs 
Decreased tourism 

Agriculture: $23B6 
Tourism: $9.2B7 

Increased ocean acidity Algae blooms 
Biodiversity changes 

Salmon fisheries: $6.7M8 

 

Oregon can also expect increased costs in both infrastructure construction and replacement and in 

public health costs associated with climate change. The cumulative cost of comprehensive climate 

change adaptation would likely far exceed the cost of administering a carbon pricing mechanism. 

According to the Stern report9, continued worldwide inaction could cost anywhere from 5-20% of global 

GDP each year to perpetuity, while action would cost only 1%. However, this is only one reason to 

consider carbon pricing; next to the costs of implementation of such systems, the benefits (carbon 

reduction, economic growth, job creation and social equity) are significant.  

                                                           
2 Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, “Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for 
Regulatory Impact Analysis- Under Executive Order 12866”, United States Government, May 2013. 
3 Oregon Climate Change Research Institute, “Oregon Climate Assessment Report”, December 2010. 
4 Oregon Forest Resources Institute, “2012 Forest Report: An Economic Snapshot of Oregon’s Forest Sector”. 
5 Full Glass Research, “The Economic Impact of the Wine and Wine Grapes Industries on the Oregon Economy”, 
May 2011. 
6 Oregon State University Extension Service Rural Studies Program, “Oregon Agriculture and the Economy: An 
Update”, February 2011. 
7 Travel Oregon website. Accessed at http://traveloregon.com/about/ 
8 Knoder, Eric A, “Oregon’s Commercial Fishing in 2011- These are the good old days”, Worksource Oregon 
website, August 30, 2012. Accessed at http://www.qualityinfo.org/olmisj/ArticleReader?itemid=00005579 
9 Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Summary of Conclusions, 2006. 
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An Overview of This Report 
 
About The Climate Trust 

 

As stewards of Oregon’s existing mandatory and voluntary commitments to emissions reduction and an 

organization with over 15 years of expertise in climate solutions for utilities, businesses and 

governments, The Climate Trust (TCT) is interested in evaluating potential carbon market mechanisms 

for the state to inform the best possible policies. TCT was created in 1997 in response to the passage of 

the Oregon Carbon Dioxide Standard, and has worked extensively to establish and maintain processes 

for the evaluation, verification and funding of carbon offset projects on behalf of regulated utilities. This 

work in agriculture, livestock, forestry and energy efficiency has established us as a reliable practitioner 

in carbon markets. 

 

Central Questions 

 

This report assumes first and foremost that the Oregon legislature will consider the passage of carbon 

pricing legislation in the near future. It also assumes that the legislature will evaluate any potential 

mechanism by attempting to answer the following four questions (these form the basis of our Key 

indicators, used throughout the report): 

1) Will the mechanism actually reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions? 

2) How will the mechanism affect the economy? 

3) How will the mechanism affect jobs? 

4) Will the mechanism be socially equitable- that is, will the mechanism affect certain groups in 

uneven proportion to others? 

TCT wishes to provide the best available information to answer these questions for two potential 

comprehensive emission-reduction mechanisms: carbon taxation and cap and trade. While there is a 

team at Portland State University’s Northwest Economic Research Center (NERC) engaged in economic 

modeling of a carbon tax approach for the state of Oregon, TCT’s research examines current experiences 

with both systems in other jurisdictions as a framework for study. We are also interested in the potential 

for Oregon to bridge design elements from both carbon taxation and cap and trade to create a system 

that uniquely addresses its goals. 

 

Methodology  

 

Our report is a series of case studies on the real-world experiences of jurisdictions which have 

implemented carbon taxation or cap and trade systems. It is also a discussion of how the experiences of 

these systems might inform the design of a carbon pricing system for Oregon. 
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We have studied the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), the Regional Greenhouse Gas 

Initiative (RGGI) in the Northeastern US, British Columbia’s carbon tax shift, Australia’s carbon tax, and 

the California cap and trade system formed by passage of Assembly Bill 32 (AB32).  

For each jurisdiction, we provide the following: 

1. A basic profile that can help inform the political landscape of that jurisdiction.  We use this 

information primarily in drawing comparisons between Oregon and our studied jurisdictions. 

Profile information includes: 

a) The jurisdiction’s GHG emissions profile- what sectors emissions come from 

b) The jurisdiction’s energy profile- which fuels are used 

c) The jurisdiction’s economy- major economic sectors 

d) The jurisdiction’s existing policies- policies which may complement carbon pricing 

2. A discussion of factors which led to passage of carbon pricing in each jurisdiction. TCT believes 

this political context can be helpful to legislators engaging in the policy design process. 

3. An overview and discussion of the results of each jurisdiction’s mechanism along four key 

indicators: Carbon Reduction, Economic Growth, Job Creation, and Social Equity. 

4. Policy design best practices from each jurisdiction that could apply to a carbon pricing 

mechanism in Oregon. 

TCT offers this examination of carbon pricing mechanisms without bias or favor, only to explore 

performance with key indicators in mind. 

An Overview of Carbon Pricing 
 
Cap and Trade vs. Carbon Taxation 

 

While both systems are designed to attach a price to the negative effects of carbon pollution and 

thereby incentivize emission reductions, the most basic difference between carbon taxation and a cap 

and trade system is in what is constrained: the price or emissions.  

 

Carbon tax: The price per ton of carbon is constrained, and this fixed price can increase or decrease 

depending on government approval. High-carbon activities like energy and transportation use become 

more expensive for entities to provide, and this increased price passes through to end consumers. 

Theoretically due to the higher price, entities have an incentive to transition to low-carbon alternatives 

to decrease operating expenses while individuals have an incentive to switch to lower-carbon behaviors 

as consumers. Actual levels of carbon reduction are not regulated under carbon taxation.  

 

Advantages: It has been argued that a carbon tax may be easier and lower in cost to implement than cap 

and trade, since taxation is well understood and utilizes an existing revenue collection structure. It also 

provides price certainty for regulated entities to plan their operations around.  

 

Disadvantages: Carbon taxation raises the overall price of energy. Because lower-income individuals 

spend a greater percentage of their income on energy than do wealthier individuals, carbon taxation is 
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inherently regressive (meaning that it affects those at lower incomes in greater proportion); this must 

be corrected if social equity is to be a priority. Because taxation is a politically volatile concept, it may 

also be exposed to broader risk of being overturned by subsequent administrations. 

 

Cap and trade: This type of system works by constraining the emissions level itself; this is the “cap” 

portion of the name, and like the price element in carbon taxation, the cap can increase or decrease 

depending on government approval. All regulated entities together cannot exceed the amount of the 

cap- creating an artificial scarcity- and this creates a market underneath the cap which allows the price 

per ton of carbon to fluctuate. “Allowances”, or authorizations to emit certain amounts of CO2, are 

provided or sold to entities by the government, and those who pollute less are able to sell allowances to 

those who pollute more; this is the “trade” portion of the name. Increased costs to entities, as in a 

carbon tax, can be passed through to consumers. The theoretical incentive in cap and trade is that 

entities may incur more expense from paying fees and purchasing allowances than from taking on low-

cost internal carbon abatement programs. 

 

Advantages: A well-designed cap and trade program provides a known quantity of emissions, and 

therefore a more predictable metric to assess GHG reduction outcomes. The experiences of other 

jurisdictions suggest that cap and trade systems are easier to harmonize across multiple jurisdictions 

than a carbon tax.  

 

Disadvantages: Because prices fluctuate under a cap and trade program, price volatility is a commonly 

cited concern. Similar to taxes, cap and trade programs can be regressive unless designed properly. 

 

Because both systems have complexities, both have benefits, and both are subject to the prevailing 

political forces of their jurisdictions and timelines, program design in either case is crucial. Carbon 

taxation’s complexity stems from writing tax code which effectively collects and utilizes the resulting 

funds, and in avoiding the political connotations normally associated with taxes. Cap and trade’s 

complexity arises in the details of how the market is managed; this report addresses these issues 

(allowance auctions, price floors and ceilings, offsets) while discussing the EU ETS, RGGI and California.  

To date, no jurisdiction has yet designed a flawless carbon pricing mechanism; however readers will 

notice an iterative process by which earlier, flawed designs inform later, more effective ones. 

 

Political landscapes: Some key lessons from our research 

 

Practical experiences of other jurisdictions have demonstrated that regardless of the jurisdiction and 

chosen market mechanism there seem to be four major prerequisites to passage of carbon pricing 

legislation: 

 

1) A clear and present threat to that jurisdiction from climate change; 

2) Strong, clear leadership with personal conviction about the importance of climate change; 

3) A formal commitment (verbal and/or legislative) to address the effects of climate change, usually in 

the form of emissions reduction targets; 
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4) Support for carbon pricing from outside the government. Key constituencies which have aided the 

passage of carbon pricing mechanisms include: 

 Academia 

 Industry 

 Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 

 The Public 

Finally, once passed, there are two final criteria which may help determine survivability of a program: 

 

5) Built-in flexibility, to withstand political leadership turnover 

6) Effective program design to achieve intended results across multiple indicators 

Profiles of Existing Carbon Pricing Systems 
 

EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) 
 

Profile of European Union 

 

Emissions Profile10 Energy Profile11 Major Economic Sectors12 Complementary Policies13 

28.8% Electricity 
20% Transportation 
14% Residential 
10.8% Manufacturing 
8.6% Agriculture 
8% Industrial processes 
2.6% Waste 
2.1% Other 

36.7% Petroleum 
24.6% Natural Gas 
15.8% Coal and 
lignite 
13.6% Nuclear 
9% Renewables 
.3% Other 

Agriculture 
Metal mining and processing 
Aerospace 
Pharmaceuticals 
Transportation equipment 
Manufacturing 
Electronics and telecom 
Fishing 
Food processing 
Paper and textiles 
Furniture 

Kyoto ratified 
Renewable Portfolio 
Standards 
Some individual Feed In 
Tariffs 

 

Passage of cap and trade program 

 

The EU began trading emissions allocations in 2005 and is now in Phase 3 of its emissions trading system 

or ETS. It is the most widely studied and critiqued cap and trade program in the world, and its history 

has provided lessons significant to implementation of similar programs going forward.  

                                                           
10 European Environment Agency, “Total greenhouse gas emissions by sector (%) in EU-27, 2009”. Accessed at 
http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/figures/total-greenhouse-gas-emissions-by-sector-in-eu-1 
11 European Environment Agency, “Energy efficiency in transformation (ENER 011)- Assessment published April 
2012. Accessed at http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/energy-efficiency-in-
transformation/energy-efficiency-in-transformation-assessment-3 
12 Mundi, “European Union Economy Profile 2013”. Accessed at 
http://www.indexmundi.com/european_union/economy_profile.html 
13 European Commission, “Environment: Policies”. Accessed at http://ec.europa.eu/environment/policies_en.htm 
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To understand passage of the EU ETS, it is helpful to understand the legislative structure of the EU, 

which allows for passage of legislation by qualified majority unless the legislation in question is fiscal in 

nature. This meant that when a carbon tax was proposed by the European Commission in the early 

nineties, its failure was predicted by a lack of unanimity among member nations. Conversely, the EU ETS 

was a market-based mechanism and could therefore pass without unanimity. However, the European 

Commission, the Council of Ministers and European Parliament all had to agree upon it14. 

 

The EU became interested in the idea of emissions trading during the Kyoto Protocol negotiations of 

1997. British Petroleum had been the first company to institute a voluntary emissions trading program, 

mounting evidence from academia suggested that a cap and trade program would be a valid option, and 

the success of the acid rain trading program in the US provided a successful model on which the EU 

system could be based.  

 

The withdrawal of the US from Kyoto caused the EU to make a choice; if their intention was to be seen 

as a climate leader, they would have to ensure the other major emissions producing countries- Russia, 

Japan and Canada- all signed on. Russia was initially hesitant, but the EU ensured their participation by 

advocating for their entry into the World Trade Organization. 

 

As a result of the Kyoto agreement, member states of the EU agreed to lower their emissions and the 

discussion of a cap and trade program began in earnest in the Commission. A green paper15 was 

produced by the Commission to evaluate how such trading might be implemented, using the Kyoto 

Protocol’s existing framework. Reactions were mixed but generally positive and initial skepticism by 

German industrial interests and the UK and Denmark (who were in the process of starting their own 

carbon pricing schemes) was eventually overruled by the notion that multiple disjointed systems in the 

region would be more difficult to manage than a single, unified approach. 

 

With the emissions trading scheme on the table, negotiations on implementation commenced. The final 

system agreed upon would have three phases: Phase 1 would run from 2005-2007, Phase 2 from 2008-

2012 and Phase 3 from 2013-2020. In total, the cap and trade program would cover almost half of the 

EU’s overall emissions16.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
14 Convery, Frank J, “Origins and Development of the EU ETS”, Environmental Resource Economics, Issue 43, 2009. 
15 European Commission, “Climate Change- Towards an EU Post-Kyoto Strategy”, Communication to the Council 
and European Parliament, March 6, 1998. 
16 “EU ETS: Key Facts”. Accessed at http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/ 
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Summary of Mechanism 

 

Covered Sectors Power production, manufacturing, aviation 

Covered % Total Emissions 45%17 

Design Features Allows auctions of allowances 
Up to 8% of compliance obligation may be met by  using offsets 
Entities may bank allowances for future compliance periods18 

Most Recent Price/Ton CO2e 5.30 Euro19 

 

Results summary20 

 

CO2 Economy Jobs Social Equity 
2-4% decrease per year, 
attributable directly to 
ETS 

No businesses relocated 
as a result of ETS 

 

No net effect to jobs 
 

 

Had initial trouble with 
windfall profits and 
fraud; these have since 
been corrected 

 

Discussion of results 

 

Many have posited that the EU ETS has been unsuccessful; however based on the results discussed here 

we conclude that its initial design flaws have informed not only improvements to its own design but to 

the design of subsequent mechanisms.  

 

The EU ETS has been successful in lowering the GHG emissions of the EU- one study which aggregated 

multiple pieces of literature on the topic concluded that the EU ETS has been responsible for reductions 

of 40-80 MT CO2e per year (around 2-4% of covered emissions under the cap); further decreases in 

emissions were also achieved as a result of the economic downturn of 200821. Because of complexities 

having to do with the program’s initial design, the outcomes in terms of economic and social equity 

indicators have thus far been more difficult to define22.  

 

The EU system initially allocated all of its emissions allowances for free, rather than auctioning them. 

While this did allow for easier passage by encouraging businesses to favor the system, this distribution 

system proved questionable for social equity. Because the allowances had been given to them free of 

charge, and because there was no regulatory failsafe to prevent it, companies simply passed through the 

raised prices of electricity to account for their carbon emissions to consumers, resulting in windfall 

profits. 

                                                           
17 European Commission, “The EU Emissions Trading System”, Fact Sheet, 2013. 
18 See European Commission Fact Sheet 
19 Point Carbon, “EU Carbon Eyes 13Pt Weekly Gain on Backloading Optimism”, January 17, 2014. 
20 See “Discussion of results” section for citations 
21 Liang, Tim et al, “Assessing the Effectiveness of the EU Emissions Trading System”, Center for Climate Change 
Economics and Policy, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, January 2013. 
22 Brown, Lucas et al, “The EU Emissions Trading System: Results and Lessons Learned”. Environmental Defense 
Fund, 2012. 
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In addition, the original allotment of allowances was based not on historical emissions data from an 

established reporting requirement, but on a “best estimate” of emissions for the abatement period, due 

primarily to a lack of facility-level emissions data23. This resulted in an over-allocation of allowances- 

more were given out than the market demanded- causing the price of carbon to crash to $0 for a time. 

Prior to this decline the carbon price under the EU ETS had held at around 30 Euro (around $40 USD); 

due to this large range, price volatility has been cited by many as a concern with the EU ETS24. 

 

Finally, the authors of the legislation did not initially build in controls in case of fraud. Though fraud as a 

proportion of total income from the program has been comparable to that of the US credit card 

industry25- a very small amount- a few high-profile cases of allowances being resold or information being 

stolen were perpetuated by the media, increasing public concern over the program’s efficacy. 

 

One benefit of the program’s multiphase approach is that these initial flaws have been targeted for 

solutions; allocations of allowances are now based on historical emissions data, and allowances are set 

to be auctioned in Phase 3 rather than given away. Fraud has also declined, and legislation has been 

passed to prevent windfall profits. Problems with price volatility are also being addressed by allowing 

entities to “bank” allowances for retirement in future, more stringent abatement periods, and by 

reopening a discussion about institution of a price floor- a carbon price below which allowances will not 

be sold. 

 

Also worth discussion is the use of offsets within the EU ETS to meet compliance obligations. Offsets are 

emissions reductions credits- typically generated by emissions reduction projects- that can then be sold 

to entities such as regulated utilities that have an obligation to comply with a greenhouse gas reduction 

standard. In the case of the EU, offsets can be used to meet up to 8% of these types of obligations. 

 

Use of offsets in the EU has sometimes been criticized. Under the Kyoto Protocol, ETS countries may use 

offsets generated under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) or the Joint Implementation 

program (JI); however unless these offsets represent reductions that would not have occurred otherwise 

and that can be independently verified, there is no guarantee that emissions are being reduced. Offsets 

may also have contributed to the oversupply of the EU market26. Some have suggested that a shift 

toward internally-generated offsets rather than the international offsets provided under these Kyoto 

mechanisms may help alleviate this issue. 

 

 

                                                           
23 Siikamaki, Juha et al, “The European Union Emissions Trading System”, Backgrounder from Resources for the 
Future, November 2012. 
24 Cdc climat research, “The EU ETS carbon price: To intervene or not to intervene?”, Issue 12, February 2012. 
25 See Brown  
26 Convery, Frank J. and Redmond, Luke, “The European Union Emissions Trading Scheme: Issues in Allowance Price 
Support and Linkage”. Earth Institute, University College Dublin, 2013. 
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Due to the design issues listed above, trading prices for allowances in the EU are currently just over 5 

Euro/Ton CO2 equivalent (CO2e), or just over $7 USD. This is expected to increase as the European 

Commission corrects for oversupply27 and the cap decreases; in the meantime entities are still 

attempting to determine what this type of price signal means for their investments in low-carbon 

technologies28.   

 

Due to the multi-jurisdictional nature of the cap and trade program it is difficult to assess the effect of 

the legislation on jobs. According to one report29 which looked at the three most heavily regulated 

industries under the EU ETS- electric power, cement and iron-there was no statistically significant effect 

on employment as a result of the system for the first two phases.   

 

Lessons for Oregon 

 

The best practices that emerge from the study of this system which would be applicable in Oregon are: 

 If a cap and trade system is to be implemented, careful attention should be paid to the free 

allocation of allowances- minimizing this helps avoid many of the issues initially faced by the EU 

 Allocation of allowances should be based upon the best available emissions data for all 

regulated entities. The Oregon DEQ collects this information for certain sectors already; 

however if additional sectors are to be covered by a cap, reporting requirements should extend 

to these sectors beforehand to ensure accurate application of the cap 

 Beginning with a few industries or incentives for early adopters in the program’s pilot years 

facilitates passage and allows for administrative flaws to be fixed early on 

 

                                                           
27 Reuters, “EU carbon prices to more than double by end-2015: Analysts”, Economic Times Online, January 20, 
2014. Accessed at http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/eu-carbon-prices-to-more-
than-double-by-end-2015-analysts/articleshow/29106546.cms 
28 See Liang  
29 Chan, Hei Sing et al, “Firm Competitiveness and the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme”, World Bank 
Europe and Central Asia Region Policy Research Working Paper, October 2013. 
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Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) 

 

Profile of Northeastern US 

 

Emissions Profile Energy Profile30 Major Economic Sectors31 Complementary 
Policies 

Each state is 
different 

39% Natural Gas 
33% Nuclear 
11% Coal 
11% Hydroelectric 
1% Petroleum 
5% Other 

Manufacturing- Computer parts, 
microelectronics, biotechnology 
Medical 
Communications 
Finance 
Education 
Mining 
Fishing 

Each state is 
different 

 

Passage of cap and trade program 

 

In September of 2008, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) held its first allowance auction. 

The states of New York, Maine, New Hampshire, Delaware, Maryland, Connecticut, Massachusetts, 

Rhode Island and Vermont comprise this system, which has built upon the lessons learned from the EU.  

 

Former governor George Pataki of New York led the creation of RGGI, in part due to his own 

commitment to climate issues. In 2003, the northeast region was already characterized by a high degree 

of interstate collaboration on environmental policies, and the dismantling of the region’s Public Utility 

Commissions had opened the doors for competitive wholesale markets to drive regional energy prices. 

Pataki, having decided his state should pursue emissions reductions, assembled a state Task Force to 

produce a carbon pricing proposal32. After the recommendations were returned33- one of which was a 

state cap and trade program- Pataki wrote to the governors of all the northeastern states to inquire 

about the possibility of a collaborative effort.   

 

With each of the states already legislatively committed to environmental policies and because it was 

agreed that climate change posed immediate threats to all jurisdictions, it took little time for the region 

to assemble a working group to look at the feasibility of a carbon pricing scheme. This group released its 

own recommendation in 200534: a regional cap and trade system applied to the electricity generation 

sector, under which 25% the value of allocated allowances would be used by each state for “public 

benefit” reinvestment- energy efficiency and other GHG-reducing programs to benefit consumers. 

                                                           
30 See Ramseur 
31 New World Encyclopedia, “Northeastern United States”. Accessed at 
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Northeastern_United_States 
32 Huber, Bruce, “How did RGGI do it? Political economy and emissions auctions”. Ecology Law Quarterly Vol. 
40:59, 2013. 
33 Center for Clean Air Policy, “Recommendations to Governor Pataki for Reducing New York State Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions”, In Collaboration with the New York Greenhouse Gas Task Force, April 2003. 
34 RGGI Staff Working Group, “Revised Staff Working Group Package Proposal”, August 15, 2005. 
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Each state was given a “budget” of allowances, and each ultimately decided to auction the majority of 

this budget and to reinvest more than the required 25% of revenue35. This was partially due to the fact 

that while the RGGI states had been in transition from coal to natural gas power for years, inexpensive 

and emissions-heavy coal remained in ready supply in neighboring states, increasing the possibility of 

“emissions leakage” and competitiveness impacts. 

 

Competitiveness of a jurisdiction that implements carbon pricing may be impacted if other jurisdictions 

gain competitive advantages by virtue of their lower relative carbon prices; for example, businesses may 

choose to locate in a jurisdiction without carbon pricing if they believe their operating costs will be 

lower. If a business relocates due to the carbon price and continues emitting at the same levels, it 

typifies emissions “leakage”- the transference of emissions from one jurisdiction to another with no 

overall reduction. The revenue stream generated by RGGI auctions acted as a leakage counter-measure 

by expanding energy efficiency programs- bringing down energy expenses both for industries and 

individuals, decreasing overall energy demand, and contributing to the lowering of carbon emissions. 

 

Due to its multijurisdictional nature (similar to that of the EU ETS), consensus had to be strong for RGGI 

to materialize. There were some less-supportive states; Massachusetts pulled its support from RGGI 

under the governance of Mitt Romney, but reinstated it under his successor, Deval Patrick. Others were 

added to the system later on, such as Maryland.  

 

Passage of RGGI may not have been possible without the prevailing system of wholesale electricity 

markets36. The price of power under this system was set regionally rather than by individual state; any 

state choosing to remain outside the RGGI system would potentially be faced with higher costs, 

providing an incentive to join the program. 

 

Power producers, similarly, were incentivized to support the program. Those who simply distributed 

power would not be as affected by the regulation as those who produced it, enhancing their competitive 

positions. And producers, who offered the majority of commercial and residential energy efficiency 

programs, would benefit due to the portion of auction proceeds earmarked for these activities. 

 

RGGI began its first three year compliance period in January of 2009. It is less strict than the EU ETS; it 

accounts for only 22% of the region’s overall emissions37 and is held to a less ambitious reductions 

target (10% below 1990 level by 2020). However, discussions are ongoing about the future of the 

program, including combining it with a low carbon fuel standard for the transportation sector.  

                                                           
35 Ramseur, Jonathan L. “The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative: Lessons Learned and Issues for Policymakers”, 
Congressional Research Service, May 21, 2013. 
36 See Huber  
37 See Ramseur 
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The cap was initially set at 165 Million Metric Tons CO2e, but has since been dropped to 91 Million 

Metric Tons CO2e38 (more on this below). 

 

Summary of mechanism 

 

Covered Sectors Power production 

Covered % Total Emissions 22%39 

Design Features Allows auctions of allowances 
Up to 3.3% compliance obligation may be met by using offsets 
Entities may bank allowances for future compliance periods 
States must use at least 25% of auction revenue for public benefit40 

Most Recent Price/Ton CO2e $3.0041 

 

Results summary42 

 

CO2 Economy Jobs Social Equity 

Emissions 45% below cap 
in 2012 

$1.6 Billion net positive 
economic gain to region 

16,000 job-years created 
in first three years 

25% of value of 
allowances mandated for 
“public benefit” programs, 
most states using 60% or 
more 

 

Discussion of results 

 

Using the above lessons learned from the initial difficulties of the EU ETS, RGGI legislators took a slightly 

different path from the outset. Under the RGGI, only power producers are subject to regulation. 

Member states are required to spend at least 25% of the value of any allowances they distribute on 

energy efficiency and other GHG-related programs targeted at decreasing social inequities associated 

with the program. RGGI also allows for allowance auctioning- 85% of allowances to date have been 

auctioned- and it allows entities to bank allowances for upcoming compliance periods. Finally, RGGI 

regulated entities can use carbon offsets to meet up to 3.3% of their required reductions under the cap. 

 

 

 

                                                           
38 RGGI Inc., “RGGI States Propose Lowering Regional CO2 Emissions Cap 45%, Implementing a More Flexible Cost-
Control Mechanism”, February 7, 2013. 
39 See Huber  
40 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, Model Rule 2013. 
41 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, “Auction 22”. Accessed at 
http://www.rggi.org/market/co2_auctions/results/Auction-22 
42 See Hibbard  
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As of 2012, the actual emissions produced by the RGGI states were 45% below the program cap43. It is 

unclear how much RGGI itself helped to drive this reduction. Low natural gas prices caused a shift to this 

less-emissions-intensive fuel, while the economic recession reduced demand for energy; the cap initially 

failed to account for this shift. The cap, set at 165 million metric tons CO2e, has since been adjusted 

down to 91 million metric tons (the current emissions level).  

 

According to a recent report by the Analysis Group44, RGGI is estimated to have generated a $1.6 Billion 

economic gain for the region, the equivalent of putting $33 extra dollars into the pockets of all of the 

region’s residents. It has accomplished this largely because it permits emissions allowances to be 

auctioned and encourages the reinvestment of these revenues; states in turn are using this 

reinvestment to drive economic growth. It also counteracts negative effects to low income communities 

by requiring auction proceeds to be used for their benefit. The Analysis Group concludes that the net 

gain in job-years to RGGI states during the first three years of the program have been over 16,000. 

 

The ways in which each of the RGGI states are spending their auction proceeds are varied- patching 

state budget shortfalls, restoring ecosystem services, providing benefits to low income populations- and 

as a result the social outcomes vary as well. However, social equity does not appear to have suffered 

under the program. States have also allocated 6% of their cumulative total auction proceeds toward 

GHG-specific offset projects such as transportation improvements and wetlands protection45. 

 

RGGI emissions allowances most recently traded at $3 USD. While this price may not be high enough to 

drive significant changes to electricity delivery, it is on the high end of historical trading prices for RGGI46 

and the region is still experiencing the benefits outlined above. A group comprised of officials from the 

industries affected by RGGI has also offered its assistance to the federal government in drafting new 

standards for energy utilities.47 

 

 

                                                           
43 See Ramseur  
44 Hibbard, Paul J et al, “The Economic Impacts of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative on Ten Northeast and 
Mid-Atlantic States”, Analysis Group, November 15, 2011. 
45 The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, “Regional Investment of RGGI CO2 Allowance Proceeds, 2011: Executive 
Summary”, November 2012. 
46 RGGI historic trading price data available by reading annual reports of Potomac Economics. Accessed at 
http://rggi.org/market/market_monitor 
47 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, “Report on Emission Reduction Efforts of the States Participating in the  
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative and Recommendations for Guidelines under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air 
Act”, December 2, 2013. 
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Lessons for Oregon 

 

A careful look at RGGI also produces some best practices applicable to Oregon: 

 In setting a carbon cap it is important to plan for possible changes to the energy mix and 

economy of the state, which may produce emissions reductions independent of the program; it 

is also important to track similar changes in neighboring states to reduce the probability of 

emissions leakage or competitiveness impacts 

 If a RGGI-like system were proposed in Oregon, the state could potentially win utility support by 

requiring a certain percentage of auction proceeds to funnel back into utilities for energy 

efficiency programs and GHG reduction projects 

BC Carbon Tax Shift 
 

Profile of British Columbia 

 

Emissions Profile48 Energy Profile49 Major Economic 
Sectors50 

Complementary Policies51 

38% Transportation 
31% Stationary 
combustion sources 
10% Fugitive emissions 
7% Waste 
6% Industrial processes 
6% Solvent and other 
product use 
5% Afforestation and 
deforestation 
4% Agriculture 

41% Natural Gas 
36% Crude oil 
11% Primary 
electricity and 
hydro 
9% Coal 
4% Gas plants 

Forestry 
Mining 
Construction  
Retail/Service sector 
Film Industry 

Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets 
Act 
Clean Energy Act 
Carbon Neutral gov. regulation 
Carbon Tax Act 
Reporting Regulation 
Climate Action Charter 
Clean Energy Vehicle Program 
Net Zero deforestation Policy 
Renewable and Low Carbon Fuels 
requirements regulation 
Landfill Gas Management 
regulation 

 

Passage of tax  

 

When environmental protection became the top concern of voting British Columbians in 2006, the 

province to that point had only experimented with voluntary (also known as “command-and-control”) 

emissions control programs. The public opinion shift had made a carbon pricing mechanism politically 

feasible for the first time. In addition the high percentage of hydroelectric power in BC would mean 

relatively small impacts to fossil fuels interests from such a policy.  

                                                           
48 British Columbia Ministry of Environment, “British Columbia Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report 2010”, June 
2012. 
49 EnergyBC. Accessed at http://www.energybc.ca/usage/usage.html 
50 Wikipedia, “British Columbia”. Accessed at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Columbia 
51 Personal communication, Laura Guzman, BC Climate Action Secretariat, 2013. 
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Then-Premier Gordon Campbell- having recently become a grandfather, experienced heavy pollution on 

a trip to China, and connected climate change to the beetle infestations damaging the province’s 

forestry sector- decided action was warranted.52 Campbell and then-Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger 

of California became fast partners on the issue and in 2007 Campbell surprised British Columbian 

individuals and industries by announcing the province’s commitment to carbon reduction in his Speech 

from the Throne53. Acting quickly, the province announced its carbon reduction targets, a low carbon 

fuel standard, an ambitious clean energy target, and it’s joining of the Western Climate Initiative, 

discussed below.  

 

Interestingly, the business community was not involved in the discussions leading to these 

announcements, and Campbell himself claimed that the passage of a carbon pricing mechanism would 

take a “groundswell of support” from the public and others to be passed. A groundswell there was. Each 

Ministry in BC was asked to submit a proposal for carbon reduction; it was the Ministry of Finance which 

suggested a carbon tax shift. In addition, a climate activist group called Voters Taking Action Against 

Climate Change (VTACC) formed and quickly threw their support behind the tax proposal, circulating a 

petition which gained 15,000 signatures. 

 

One member of this group, an economist named David Green, also drafted a letter54 in support of the 

tax and collected 70 co-signatures from other university economics researchers. The letter was 

delivered to Carole Taylor, BC’s Minister of Finance. The letter never mentioned a cap and trade 

program,55 but was widely circulated as proof that a carbon tax could work for BC. 

 

At around the same time, the Western Climate Initiative56 formed between several western US states 

and Canadian provinces, including BC. The purpose of the Initiative was to establish region-wide 

emission reductions targets and carbon pricing. Cap and trade for British Columbia was discussed as part 

of this collaboration. The Initiative largely dissolved before cap and trade became a reality in BC, though 

the option of a transition from the carbon tax to cap and trade at some later date remains. Though most 

jurisdictions left the WCI, the carbon tax policy lived on in BC. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
52 Harrison, Kathryn, “A Tale of Two Taxes: The Fate of Environmental Tax Reform in Canada”, Review of Policy 
Research, Vol. 29 No 3, 2012. 
53 2007 Speech from the Throne, given by Premier Gordon Campbell, February 13, 2007. Accessed at 
http://www.leg.bc.ca/38th3rd/4-8-38-3.htm 
54 Green, David, “Why 70 Economists Urge BC Carbon Tax”, The Tyee, November 1, 2007. Accessed at 
http://thetyee.ca/Views/2007/11/01/CarbonTax/ 
55 See Harrison  
56 Western Climate Initiative History. Accessed at http://earthfix.opb.org/energy/article/inslee-wants-to-explore-
state-only-cap-and-trade-s/ 
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Academics and environmental NGOs widely supported the tax and lobbied heavily in the media for its 

passage. Campbell himself had been popular with the business community throughout his tenure and 

this constituency did eventually offer its support for the tax, but under the condition that it be “revenue-

neutral”- the government would collect no additional revenue from it. The lack of resistance from 

industry may have been due in part to the widespread and rising public consensus on the need to act on 

climate change. 

 

The tax is one of the most comprehensive ever devised, covering practically all fuel use and about 70% 

of BC’s stationery emissions sources. It began in 2008 at $10/ton CO2e (note this figure is in Canadian 

dollars, for which the exchange rate with US dollars is roughly at parity). It was designed to be raised by 

$5 per year thereafter, and currently sits at $30/ton CO2e, the price limit of the original legislation (this 

may potentially be raised in the future). The revenue-neutrality aspect of the tax means that two-thirds 

of the revenue generated by the tax is returned as cuts to personal income taxes, and the other third as 

corporate tax cuts.  

 

The tax was not without critics. In particular, Northern and rural communities tended to be opposed 

since their use of transportation and heating fuels was higher than in the rest of the province; however 

additional tax reductions to homeowners in these areas have since been instituted. The New Democratic 

Party (NDP) ran a campaign based on this perceived unfairness called “Axe the Gas Tax” and this 

campaign was initially popular with voters who believed their personal fuel expenses were rising. 

However, the economic collapse of 2008 both quickly lowered fuel prices and caused voters to lend 

support to the Liberal party, perceived as better able to handle the provincial economy. The tax, a 

Liberal creation, survived. 

 

Summary of mechanism57 

 

Covered Sectors Use of fossil fuels within BC 

Covered % Total Emissions 70% 

Design Features Revenue-neutral tax 

Most Recent Price/Ton CO2e $30 CAD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
57 See Elgie  
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Results summary58 

 

CO2 Economy Jobs Social Equity 

Reduction in petroleum 
use of 15.1% in first five 
years 
 
Estimated CO2 
reduction of about 10% 
in first five years 

BC’s GDP (decrease of 
.15%) has outperformed 
the rest of Canada’s 
(decrease of .23%) since 
tax 
 
Additional $500 million in 
tax reductions than has 
been raised in revenue59 

No evidence suggesting 
job growth as a direct 
result of the tax 
 
Tax frozen at $30/ton 
CO2e in 2013 to focus on 
reducing unemployment 

Average household 
expected to be better off 
by $120-200/year by 2020 
 
Some evidence of public 
confusion about tax’s 
environmental benefit 

 

Discussion of results 

 

Sustainable Prosperity, a BC-based nonprofit, has been tracking the progress of the BC Carbon Tax Shift 

since its implementation. Thus far their best estimate for emissions reductions in the province is 10%60; 

this estimate was arrived at through reporting on reduction of fuel usage- a 17.4% drop for British 

Columbia next to a 1.5% increase in the rest of Canada. Moreover, the report suggests a negligible and 

possibly slightly net positive impact to the BC economy as measured by GDP per capita.  

 

These results have been publicly available for two years, and paint a picture of an effective economic 

instrument. However, expansion of the tax appears to have stalled. As mentioned earlier, environmental 

protection was top-of-mind for BC voters in 2006, when this legislation was initially proposed. By 2009, 

the economy had trumped all other issues in public perception worldwide, and BC was no exception. 

Due largely to the proposal of a very unpopular sales tax61, Premier Gordon Campbell resigned in March 

of 2011, allowing a new administration under the leadership of Christy Clark to assume control. 

 

A scheduled review of the tax program was conducted in 2012. Citing affordability for ordinary British 

Columbians in the midst of economic recovery, Clark’s administration decided not to increase the tax 

from its current level of $30/ton CO2e and not to include any new industries under the tax62. There has 

been no information released as yet that evaluates the impact of these decisions on the effectiveness of 

the program. 

 

                                                           
58 See Elgie  
59 BC Ministry of Finance, “Myths and Facts About the Carbon Tax”. Accessed at 
http://www.fin.gov.bc.ca/tbs/tp/climate/A6.htm 
60 Elgie, Stewart and McClay, Jessica, “BC’s Carbon Tax Shift After Five Years: Results”, Sustainable Prosperity, July 
2013. 
61 Hunter, Justine and Stueck, Wendy, “Campbell’s stunning resignation leaves fate of party, HST up in the air”, The 
Globe and Mail, November 3, 2010. Accessed at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-
columbia/campbells-stunning-resignation-leaves-fate-of-party-hst-up-in-the-air/article584236/ 
62 Carbon Tax Review and Carbon Tax Overview, BC Ministry of Finance. Accessed at 
http://www.fin.gov.bc.ca/tbs/tp/climate/carbon_tax.htm 
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The revenue neutrality of the BC tax has had one unintended consequence, at least anecdotally; 

because revenues (around $1 billion per year) are used to lower other taxes rather than invested in 

environmental improvement projects, the tax may be creating confusion as to the environmental 

benefit it represents63.  As a response to this issue, some environmental groups have begun to advocate 

doing away with the revenue neutrality aspect of the tax and using revenues for public transit and other 

environmentally-friendly projects64. 

 

Lessons for Oregon 

 

Oregon can learn the following from British Columbia’s experience: 

 While a cap and trade program was discussed in BC as part of the WCI, the government may 

have quickly narrowed its focus on a tax and examined a tax more closely as part of its 

interaction with regional economists. Oregon should consider every possible option and weigh 

them equally until questions about our state’s intentions are answered 

 If a tax is instituted, it is important to link revenues collected from the tax to tangible, 

measurable outcomes and effectively communicate the benefits; it also helps if these clearly 

contribute to GHG reductions and social equity 

Australia Carbon Tax 
 

Profile of Australia 

 

Emissions Profile65 Energy Profile66 Major Economic Sectors67 Complementary 
Policies 

36% Electricity 
14% Commercial and 
Residential 
15% Agriculture 
14% Transportation 
5% Forestry 
5% Industrial processes 
3% Waste  
7% Fugitive emissions 

74% Coal 
15% Natural Gas 
6% Hydroelectric 
3% Wind 
1% Biofuels 
1% Solar 

Coal mining 
Manufacturing 
Agriculture 
Services (primarily IT) 
Finance 
Tourism 

In transition due to 
carbon tax repeal 

 

                                                           
63 Meissner, Dirk, “BC may put breaks on carbon tax”. Herald News, July 1, 2012. Accessed at 
http://thechronicleherald.ca/canada/112718-bc-may-put-brakes-on-carbon-tax 
64 Webb, Kate, “Watchdogs urge B.C. to raise carbon tax, invest in green economy”. Metro News Canada, March 7, 
2013. Accessed at http://metronews.ca/news/vancouver/587103/watchdogs-urge-b-c-to-raise-carbon-tax-invest-
in-green-economy/ 
65 Carbon Neutral, “Australia’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions”. Accessed at 
http://www.carbonneutral.com.au/climate-change/australian-emissions.html 
66 Origin Energy Explorer, “A-Z of Australia’s Energy Sources”. Accessed at 
http://www.originenergy.com.au/energymix 
67 Wikipedia, “Economy of Australia”. Accessed at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Australia 
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Passage of tax 

 

Australia is both an emissions-intensive country due to its dependence on coal energy, and threatened 

by climate change in the form of extreme droughts, wildfires and flooding. This juxtaposition creates an 

intense political battle over climate change. A carbon tax has been in place there since 2012, but the 

passage of this tax was the culmination of years of back-and-forth between the Liberal and Labor 

factions of the country’s government, which included several ousters over the issue. 

 

As one might expect with a highly polarized topic, Australian voters display a heightened sensitivity. 

According to a 2011 study, while 70% of Australians believed in human-caused climate change, only 30% 

claimed to support the government’s carbon tax proposal68. The failure of a Copenhagen climate 

agreement, the financial collapse of 2008 and the apparent end of the multi-year Millennium drought 

may have all contributed to this result. 

 

With such sensitivity in public opinion, one might presume that Australian politics on the issue of climate 

change are polarizing; this would be an understatement. Australia’s involvement in climate change 

mitigation began under the direction of liberal Prime Minister John Howard. Howard’s government was 

not activist with regard to climate change- it refused to ratify the Kyoto agreement- but in response to 

public opinion it did propose a cap and trade system for Australia (Howard would later admit this was a 

purely political maneuver69). 

 

Howard was defeated in the following election, and his labor party opponent Kevin Rudd gained control. 

Rudd, in contrast, was very much in favor of a climate solution, and his government proposed a very 

ambitious cap and trade program covering over 70% of the country’s emissions-35% more than the EU 

ETS- to take effect by 2010. This never came to fruition, and the reasons are complex. 

 

First of all, the way in which the campaign was managed may have influenced popular perception70. 

Rudd had promised extremely ambitious action in the face of a lack of agreement to do so by the other 

countries at the Copenhagen talks; this caused apprehension in the electorate regarding potential harm 

to Australia’s economy. Rudd himself went nearly silent on the topic after the Copenhagen talks failed, 

and his opponents began to attack his conviction.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
68 Spencer, Thomas et al, “The political economy of Australia’s climate change and clean energy legislation: Lessons 
learned”. Institut de developpement durable et des relations internationales, 2012. 
69 Mathiesen, Karl, “Climate change ‘exaggerated’ says former Australian PM”. The Guardian, November 5, 2013. 
Accessed at http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/06/climate-change-exaggerated-says-former-
australian-pm 
70 Bailey, Ian et al, “The fall (and rise) of carbon pricing in Australia: a political strategy analysis of the carbon 
pollution reduction scheme”. Environmental Politics, 21:5, 2012. 
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In the meantime, messaging for the campaign was underway but was focused on the functioning of cap 

and trade, never mentioning the “why”- the effects Australia could expect from climate change. The 

liberals countered with dire economic predictions, and voters’ worries intensified that there was not 

enough of a rationale to risk economic hardship. A white paper commissioned of economist Ross 

Garnaut by the Australian government in 2007 to present information about the potentially negative 

economic consequences of climate change was published in 200871; businesses lobbied hard against it 

and Rudd’s credibility suffered. This also may have been partially due to a lack of transparency on the 

part of Rudd’s key group of decision makers.  

 

Liberal opposition leader at the time, Malcolm Turnbull had lent his support to Rudd and his legislation, 

and that left him at odds with his own party. Turnbull lost the next election for party leadership to Tony 

Abbott. After failing to pass his climate legislation twice, Rudd was ousted himself. Julia Gillard of the 

labor party was his replacement. 

 

Gillard’s government was ultimately responsible for the passage of the carbon tax, but it possibly could 

not have been done without Rudd’s failure. With the fervor over climate change, the 2010 federal 

election resulted in the first hung parliament in Australian government in decades. Gillard had initially 

refused to instate a carbon tax, but it soon became clear that the few independent and green politicians 

in parliament would be crucial to her politically, and both constituencies were in favor of the tax72. 

 

The Gillard government passed the Clean Energy Bill containing the carbon tax legislation in 2011. In July 

of 2012, the tax took effect. Its design is unique. Covering the largest 500 emitters in the country, it 

charges fixed prices to these entities for unlimited emissions permits; in this way it resembles a cap and 

trade system more closely than does BC’s tax. It was designed to charge $23/ton CO2e the first year 

(roughly $24/ ton in USD), increase by $5/year until 2015 and then transition to a full cap and trade 

system with a price floor and price ceiling within a six-year timespan. The future of this mechanism is 

uncertain, with a repeal effort currently underway73. 

 

Summary of mechanism74 

 

Covered Sectors Emitters producing over 25,000 Tons CO2e, excluding 
transport and agriculture 

Covered % Total Emissions 60% 

Design Features Permits sold to emitters by government 

Most Recent Price/Ton CO2e $23 AUD 

 

                                                           
71 Garnaut review, including updated 2011 version, available at http://garnautreview.org.au/index.htm 
72 IISS, “Australia’s Carbon-Tax Drama”, Strategic Comments, 2011. 
73 The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, House of Representatives, “Clean Energy Legislation (Carbon 
Tax Repeal) Bill 2013” 
74 Gass, Phillip and Sawyer, Dave, “Divergent Approaches: Greenhouse gas mitigation in Canada and Australia”, 
International Institute for Sustainable Development, November 2012. 
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Results summary75 

 

CO2 Economy Jobs Social Equity 

Electricity sector 
emissions down 12 
million tons (7.4%) in 
first year, should be 
3.4% under 2012 levels 
by 2020 
 
Overall emissions still 
rising 

MacArthur wind farm 
($1billion investment) 
 
$121 million government 
investment in energy 
efficiency and 
renewables, $328 million 
actually spent by 
companies 

150,000 new jobs created 
since beginning of tax, 
24,000 total jobs in clean 
energy sector 
(relationship to tax in 
both cases is unclear) 

7 million people have 
been given tax cuts 
 
$112 million to local 
governments and NGOs 
 
$64 million to low income 
families 
 
$34 million to energy 
efficiency education 

 

Discussion of results 

 

As one might expect from such a hotly debated mechanism, the results of the Australia carbon tax are 

different depending on the source; this makes a discussion of results complex. The government 

produced a report about the tax’s first year in which they claimed emissions from the electricity sector 

had declined by 7.4%, over 150,000 jobs had been created and billions of dollars of investment had been 

realized76. 

 

A counterargument in the form of a report from Griffith University77 suggests that the average increases 

in energy costs have been over 14% for both businesses and individuals, leading to a variety of 

unfavorable employment and social equity outcomes (these outcomes so far have been in the form of 

case studies due to the young age of the program). The report blames these outcomes on: 

 

1) A lack of understanding surrounding the marginal cost and benefit of either tax or cap and trade as 

compared to future costs and consequences of inaction 

2) A poorly executed set of complementary policies leading to increased inefficiencies in 

implementation; 

3) Poor execution of the income tax shift, increasing taxes for those not far above “low income”; 

4) Excessive costs to Australia’s export industries stemming from these industries’ emissions intensity. 

Also, these exporters claim an inability to pass through costs to consumers because their product (fossil 

fuel) is highly commoditized on the international market. 

 

 

 

                                                           
75 See Australian Government report 
76 Australian Government, “How Australia’s carbon price is working One year On”, June 2013. 
77 Robson, Alex, “Australia’s Carbon Tax: An Economic Evaluation”, Department of Accounting, Finance and 
Economics, Griffith University, September 2013. 
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In addition, the political climate surrounding the passage of the tax likely affected certain aspects of its 

implementation. Major changes to the legislation were allowed after passage, such as the abolishment 

of its price floor in favor of linking to the EU ETS, causing confusion for affected parties. New Prime 

Minister Tony Abbott’s administration has already introduced to parliament a legislative package 

intended to dismantle both the carbon tax and the government’s climate authority.  

 

Lessons for Oregon 

 

Though the situation in Australia is most likely strongly correlated with its status as a coal exporter, 

there are still lessons in this turmoil for Oregon: 

 Choosing the best system for Oregon depends not only on the four Key indicators (carbon 

reduction, employment, economic impact and social equity), but also on an understanding of 

the marginal costs and benefits of carbon market mechanisms in our state context. TCT 

recommends that tailored modeling of a cap and trade system for Oregon be completed, so the 

results may be compared with the forthcoming findings of NERC’s carbon tax study 

 It is important to be mindful of the interactions of both taxes and cap and trade systems with 

existing and proposed complementary policies, to avoid inefficiencies and inequity outcomes 

 It is also important to plan accordingly for political turnover; sudden changes in major aspects of 

a program can send an uncertain signal to businesses and consumers 
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California’s Assembly Bill 32 (AB32) 
 

Profile of California 

 

Emissions Profile78 Energy Profile79 Major Economic Sectors80 Complementary Policies81 

38% Transportation 
23% Industrial 
10% Imported 
electricity 
8% In state electricity 
7% Commercial 
7% Residential 
5% Agriculture and 
forestry 

53.4% Natural Gas 
15.7% Nuclear 
14.6% Large 
Hydroelectric 
14.6% Renewables 
1.7% Coal 

Agriculture- crops, 
livestock, dairy 
Manufacturing- technical 
components, airplanes, 
media tape, telecom, 
computer parts 
Mining- oil and boron 
Fishing- tuna, halibut, 
swordfish, herring 
Services- professional, 
finance and real estate 
Tourism- natural areas 
and filmmaking 

Renewable Portfolio Standard 
Energy efficiency resource 
standard 
Feed in tariff 
Low carbon fuel standard (in 
litigation) 
Building efficiency standards 
Zero emission vehicle 
standards 
Net metering 
Public Benefit Fund for energy 
efficiency 
Loans and incentives for 
renewables 

 

Passage of cap and trade system 

 

“As goes California, so goes the nation.” 

 

Though the popular saying remains open for debate with respect to climate issues, California is certainly 

banking on AB32 to inspire action elsewhere; and incidentally, it was California’s work on the acid rain 

issue of the 80’s and 90’s that helped to inspire the creation of the EU ETS.  

 

The passage of AB32 was catalyzed in part by the threat from climate change to the level of precipitation 

in the Sierra Nevada mountains-and therefore to the state’s supply of fresh water, critical to 

hydropower generation, irrigation, recreation and more. Then-Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger had 

happened to step into leadership of a state where most of the groundwork for carbon pricing had 

already been done: an emissions inventory had been completed, emissions standards for passenger 

vehicles had been tightened, a strict renewable portfolio standard was already in place, and reports had 

been released on how to increase California’s energy efficiency and decrease its fossil fuels usage82. 

 

                                                           
78 California Air Resources Board, “California Greenhouse Gas Inventory for 2010-2011- By Sector and Activity”, 
August 2013. 
79 California Energy Commission, Energy Almanac, 2011. Accessed at http://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=wa 
80 Netstate, “California’s Economy”. Accessed at http://www.netstate.com/economy/ca_economy.htm 
81 Various sources within California Environmental Protection Agency policy website. Accessed at 
http://www.calepa.ca.gov/Policies/ 
82 Haneman, Michael W, “How California Came to Pass AB32, the Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006”. CUDARE 
Working Papers, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, UC Berkeley, March 1, 2007. 
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Schwarzenegger, a moderate Republican, initially sparred with the Democratic state senate over 

environmental legislation, and at the same time maintained that if legislation were put in place, it 

needed to be more aggressive than other states’. Eventually, an announcement83 was made by the 

Governor that climate change needed to be addressed, and that California would reduce its emissions to 

1990 levels by 2020 and 80% below that figure in 2050. 

 

However, Schwarzenegger’s political battles were far from over; with the attempted passage of a bundle 

of eight legislative measures effecting teacher tenure, labor unions, the state budget and political 

redistricting, the Governor lost some influence in the legislature. In the meantime, researchers all over 

the state were contributing to the California Climate Scenarios Project84- commissioned by the 

legislature to examine how climate change would impact California and provide initial recommendations 

for mitigation and adaptation. 

 

The Scenarios Project was unique for a few reasons. First, the project was expansive in that it brought 

together representatives from academia, government and the nonprofit sector. Second, it had a built-in 

focus on credibility and transparency, with peer reviews at all levels and an ultimate goal of being 

accessible to members of the public. And lastly, those working on the project understood that the 

information would endure, and therefore built lasting partnerships which could serve as units of 

knowledge transfer when inevitable political turnover occurred.  

 

The final product of the Scenarios Project was provided to the California Climate Action Team (CAT), 

which used the scientific basis provided to release a restrained list of policy recommendations to the 

Governor85. This set of recommendations became the basis for AB32. 

 

AB32 was never a bill specifically about cap-and-trade. It was a comprehensive bundle of legislation86 

targeted to specific ways in which California could meet its GHG reduction goals. Among other things it 

required the identification of California’s 1990 GHG level to act as a baseline, a system by which entities 

would report their emissions, a recommendation on clean technology development and a broader 

scoping plan for goal achievement87. A ‘market based’ mechanism was also a requirement, though which 

mechanism was up to the state to decide- the Scoping document would provide a recommendation on 

this. 

 

 

 

                                                           
83 Marshall, Carolyn, “Schwarzenegger Issues Plan to Reduce Greenhouse Gases”, NY Times June 2, 2005. Accessed 
at http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/02/national/02arnold.html 
84 Franco, Guido et al, “Linking climate change science with policy in California”. Climatic Change, 2008. 
85 California Climate Action Team, “Executive Summary: Climate Action Team Report to Governor Schwarzenegger 
and the California Legislature”, California EPA, March 2006. 
86 Assembly Bill 32, State of California, August 2006. 
87 California Air Resources Board, “Climate Change Scoping Plan: A framework for change”, December 2008. 
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Three issues were in contention between the senate and Schwarzenegger following their political rift: 

which regulatory body should oversee the implementation of the new law, whether this body could be 

forced to create an emissions trading mechanism, and whether that mechanism would have a “safety 

valve”. It was decided that California Air Resources Board (CARB) would be the oversight body and that 

CARB was not required to produce a cap and trade program. If CARB did settle on cap and trade, the 

“valve” for this mechanism would allow the presiding Governor to loosen the cap if it caused a negative 

change to the state economy88. The measure passed the legislature in 2006.  

 

In drafting its scoping document full of recommendations on actionable items, the CARB turned to 

several advisory committees. The committee that advised on the cap and trade portion of the bill was 

called the Market Advisory Committee89, and it was made of experts in climate science and economics. 

CARB also used significant amounts of public input to inform the final recommendation. 

 

The cap and trade program eventually created was a new approach, more heavily reliant on 

complementary legislation than the EU ETS or RGGI. The cap was set at 2% below 2012 emissions and 

set to decrease at least 2% per year. As in RGGI, auctions would be held for allowances and 25% of 

allowance proceeds would be earmarked for public benefit. As in the EU, entities could use verified 

carbon offsets for up to 8% of their compliance. Offset usage is regulated by CARB through approved 

offset project registries90. The program’s compliance period began in early 2013. 

 

Though the program is moving forward, AB32 was not without its opponents, and in 2010 a public 

campaign known as Proposition 23 arose to overturn it on the basis that California should lower its 

unemployment rate to 5% before considering carbon legislation91. The campaign was financed almost 

exclusively by large petroleum firms92, and was defeated without difficulty at the polls that year.  

 

More recently, a legal challenge arose to the cap and trade program. The California Chamber of 

Commerce and others filed suit, claiming that the state did not have the legal authority to sell 

allowances, and that the auctions themselves could qualify as an illegal tax because they passed by 

majority vote rather than by agreement by two-thirds of state legislators (as all taxes in California are 

required to do). The arguments were dismissed, and California’s auctions and offset market continue93. 

 

 

                                                           
88 See Haneman  
89 See California Climate Action Team  
90 California Air Resources Board, “Offset Project Registries”. Accessed at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/registries/registries.htm 
91 Proposition 23 information. Accessed at http://californiachoices.org/ballot-measures/proposition-23 
92 Proposition 23 campaign financing information. Accessed at http://maplight.org/content/california-prop-23-nov-
2010 
93 Goldstein, Allie, “Cap and Trade is Not a Tax, California Court Says”. Ecosystem Marketplace: A Forest Trends 
Initiative, November 18, 2013. Accessed at 
http://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/pages/dynamic/article.page.php?page_id=10054&section=news_articles
&eod=1 
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Summary of mechanism 

 

Covered Sectors Power production, manufacturing 
Emitters producing over 25,000 Tons of CO2e 

Covered % Total Emissions 85%94 

Design Features Allows allowance auctions 
Up to 8% compliance obligation may be met by using 
offsets 
Entities may bank allowances for future compliance 
periods95 
Allocations are carefully distributed to minimize 
negative impacts to electric ratepayers and state 
competitiveness96 

Most Recent Price/Ton CO2e $11.10-$11.48, dependent on vintage year97 

 

Results summary98 

 

CO2 Economy Jobs Social Equity 

On track to meet 2020 
emissions reduction 
requirement 
 
Not on track to meet 2050 
goal 

$500 million total 
auction revenue thus far 
 
$4 billon gain in Venture 
Capital flow to state in 
2011 

78 clean energy projects 
announced in past 2 
years, with 43,500 
associated jobs 

Costs are distributed 
broadly across all sectors, 
no reports yet of issues 
with equality 

 

Discussion of results 

 

Of the results of mechanisms discussed so far, perhaps none has a clearer applicability for Oregon than 

the cap and trade program created by AB32. The program has only been in operation for less than one 

year as of this writing, and as such there are no comprehensive, quantitative reports on economic or 

employment impacts. 

 

In 2012, the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) produced a report99 claiming, among other things, that 

AB32 would bring about the loss of up to 50,000 jobs in the petroleum refining industry and an over 

$4.4 billion tax loss to the state of California. The study has been cited repeatedly in documents 

informing both policy makers and the public, particularly in news media and blogs. 

 

 

                                                           
94 California Air Resources Board, “Overview of ARB Emissions Trading Program”, October 20, 2011. 
95 See CARB Overview 
96 California Air Resources Board, “Allowance Allocation”. Accessed at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/allowanceallocation/allowanceallocation.htm 
97 California Air Resources Board, “Quarterly Auction 5 Summary Results Report”, November 2013. 
98 See “Discussion of Results” section for citations 
99 Boston Consulting Group, “Understanding the impact of AB32, June 19, 2012. 
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It is important to understand two things about the BCG study. First, its focus is limited to the impact of 

California’s low carbon fuel standard on the petroleum industry; it does not examine the cap and trade 

mechanism or other industry impacts (positive or negative). Secondly, the BCG study was the subject of 

an expert examination- a peer review- by a group at UC Davis100. This group criticized many of the 

assumptions and methods used in the BCG study. 

 

What actually has happened in California? First of all, the state appears to be on target to meet its goal 

of reducing emissions to 1990 levels by 2020101. A recently released study102 claims that meeting its 2050 

goal of an 80% reduction below 1990 levels may require more ambitious action in the form of additional 

policies. California’s cap and trade experience in particular highlights the role of complementary 

legislation, which has been used in all jurisdictions with carbon pricing mechanisms but which California 

has utilized in greater proportion to its carbon price. 

 

The Electric Power Research Institute103 estimates that only 18 of 80 megatons of California’s CO2e 

reduction by 2020 will come from the cap and trade program, while the remaining 62 megatons will 

come from complementary policies such as the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), Renewable Energy 

Portfolio Standard and efficiency standards for appliances and vehicles. Because such a high percentage 

of California’s emissions come from the transportation sector, the state believes that allowing its LCFS to 

drive emissions reductions is a better option than simply capping this sector; in essence, the cap and 

trade program provides a failsafe for emissions reductions in the case that the LCFS does not meet its 

goals. 

 

Long-term GHG reductions in California, while definitively relevant, are still only one component of the 

impact of AB32. The Analysis Group and Harvard University104, in offering recommendations for the 

successful continuation of the program, explain why: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
100 UC Davis Policy Institute for Energy, Environment and Economy, “Expert Evaluation of the Report 
‘Understanding the impact of AB32’”, May 2013. 
101 Connor, Katharine, “State on track for 2020 emission reductions”, The Daily Transcript, November 12, 2013. 
Accessed at 
http://www.sddt.com/News/article.cfm?SourceCode=20131111cze&_t=State+on+track+for+2020+emission+reduc
tions#.UoUGCuJdAvs 
102 Greenblatt, Jeffery B, “Estimating Policy-Driven Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trajectories in California: The 
California Greenhouse Gas Inventory Spreadsheet (GHGIS) Model”, Ernest Orlando Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory, November 2013. 
103 Electric Power Research Institute, “Exploring the Interaction between California’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Cap-and-Trade Program and Complementary Emissions Reduction Policies”, April 2013. 
104 Schatzki, Todd and Stavins, Robert, “Three Lingering Design Issues Affecting Market Performance in California’s 
GHG Cap and Trade Program”, Analysis Group/Harvard University, January 29, 2013. 
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“…in terms of addressing the climate change problem, California’s greatest impact may come not from 

the actual emission reductions achieved by the state, but by the leadership it provides on climate policy. 

As other countries and states watch California’s policy outcomes, they will draw important lessons about 

which policies can help achieve policy objectives with limited economic disruption, and whether such 

commitments should be pursued. By developing policies that achieve environmental goals while 

minimizing economic risks, California can provide a positive example for other jurisdictions considering 

similar climate commitments.” 

 

The program has been strong with regard to incoming revenue. Unlike in the EU, defined price floors are 

intended to limit price volatility in California. There have been five allowance auctions to date, and these 

have been successful in that the majority of allowances (both current and future) have sold for higher 

amounts than the price floor. To date, the state has accrued over $500 million in auction revenue105.  

The most recent clearing prices for allowances that count for the years 2013 and 2016 were $11.10 and 

$11.48 respectively, currently the highest prices at which such allowances are being sold in the world106.  

 

Another strong indicator of the program’s monetary strength is the amount of venture capital (VC) 

attracted to the state. According to Next10, VC attributed to AB32 in the year 2011 alone amounted to 

nearly $4 billion in new investment capital to California107. For context, this is 14% of the $28 billion total 

VC in the US for that year, and a full $1 billion more than the combined total for all sectors in the next 

closest state, Massachusetts108. This VC investment appears to be driving other types of investment as 

well. In 2008, VC made up almost 65% of clean tech investment financing in California, and by 2011 the 

percentage had dropped to about 35%, with corporate making up another 35% and project and debt 

financing making up most of the remainder.  

 

Although there have been no impact reports on employment, Environmental Entrepreneurs has been 

tracking media mentions of new projects related to AB32 and their associated jobs created. E2 reports 

that as many as 78 new projects have been announced in the past two years, with as many as 43,531 

associated jobs109. Because so much investment has been attracted to the state since the passage of 

AB32 and before the cap and trade program, there is no way to determine how many of these jobs are 

directly attributable to the mechanism itself; however it is clear that investments are spurring job 

creation in clean-tech, energy efficiency and renewable energy, each of which can help contribute to a 

low-carbon economy. 

                                                           
105 Quinton, Amy, “California Air Resources Board Announces Results of Carbon Auction”, Capital Public Radio, 
November 25, 2013. Accessed at http://www.capradio.org/articles/2013/11/25/california-air-resources-board-
announces-results-of-carbon-auction/ 
106 Radnedge, Stuart, “Global carbon market contracts by 38%”, Gasworld Online, January 6, 2014. Accessed at: 
http://www.gasworld.com/news/regions/north-america/global-carbon-market-contracts-by-38/2003232.article 
107 Next10, “2013 California Green Innovation Index”. Accessed at www.next10.org 
108 Lifsher, Marc. “California is by far the leading state in luring venture capital”, LA Times Online, April 5, 2012. 
Accessed at http://articles.latimes.com/2012/apr/05/business/la-fi-mo-california-far-away-leader-20120405 
109 Numbers were tallied from E2’s last 4 Clean Energy Jobs reports. Accessed at 
http://www.e2.org/jsp/controller?docName=cleanjobsarchives 
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Lessons for Oregon 

 

The California system is particularly instructive for Oregon. California shares many similarities with 

Oregon; both states have strong agricultural and technology sectors, and both are nurturing strong 

energy efficiency and zero emission vehicle initiatives, for example. In addition, it is likely that any cap 

and trade system Oregon may institute would borrow heavily from California’s framework to ease the 

potential for linkage between the two markets. If Oregon were to choose this route, some 

considerations for policy makers might be: 

 Carefully evaluating whether passing a cap and trade program inside a bundle of related 

legislation is likely to help or hinder passage, and which complementary policies are likely to 

help Oregon reach its emissions reduction goals 

 Implementing  a Low Carbon Fuel Standard, to help guarantee reductions from the 

transportation sector (California’s emissions from transportation are similar to Oregon’s) 

 Planning for backlash from fossil fuels producers and importers, possibly in the form of a voter 

referendum 

 Establishing clear guidelines for the management, use and retirement of offsets, if used 

 Continuing collaboration with the Oregon Global Warming Commission to look at potential 

climate change impacts to Oregon and offer policy recommendations 

 Prioritizing validity and transparency of science and evaluations from regional universities and 

other organizations, and communicating this information effectively to the public to raise 

awareness in a nonpartisan voice 

A Regional Context for Oregon’s Decision 
 

As of October 2013, Oregon is committed to the Pacific Coast Action Plan on Climate and Energy 

(PCAPCE)110, a collaborative agreement with Washington, California and British Columbia which, among 

other things, commits each jurisdiction to putting a price on carbon emissions. The agreement is legally 

nonbinding, and each jurisdiction may decide which mechanism, if any, they use to accomplish this goal. 

 

It is helpful for Oregon to consider the regional context of their own decision in much the same way 

individual countries considered this during the development of the EU ETS- a system which may not 

have seen success as a patchwork of caps and taxes. To explore this context in more detail, we would 

like to introduce our profiles of Oregon and Washington: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
110 “Pacific Coast Action Plan on Climate and Energy”, October 28, 2013. 
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Profile of Oregon 

 

Emissions Profile111 Energy Profile112 Major Economic Sectors113 Complementary Policies 

Transportation 
35.9% 
Residential and 
commercial 35.5% 
Industrial 19.7% 
Agriculture 8.6% 
 

39% 
Hydroelectric 
35% Coal 
16% Natural Gas 
5% Renewables 
4% Nuclear 
1% Other 

Agriculture-Livestock, crops 
(bulbs, hay, hazelnuts, wine 
grapes), Christmas trees 
Manufacturing-Tech sector, 
lumber, food 
Mining- Sand and gravel, 
pumice, clays, gold, gems 
Services-Professional (health 
care, law, etc.), trade, finance 
Fisheries-One of largest salmon 
industries in the world 
Tourism- Natural areas, 
microbreweries 
Technology- Microprocessors, 
open source, data centers 
Outdoor apparel and footwear- 
design and some manufacture 

Renewable Portfolio Standard 
Energy efficiency resource 
standard 
Utility feed in tariff 
Solar power purchase 
agreements 
State grants and incentives for 
renewables and energy 
efficiency 
Residential Energy Tax Credit 
(RETC) 
Public Benefit Fund 
Net metering 
 
Abolished: 
Business Energy Tax Credit 
(BETC) 
 
Proposed: 
Low Carbon Fuel Standard 

 

Profile of Washington 

 

Emissions Profile114 Energy Profile Major Economic Sectors115 Complementary 
Policies 

47% Transportation 
20% Electricity 
20% Commercial, 
Residential and 
Industrial 
6% Agriculture 
3% Waste 
4% Industrial 
processes & Other 

41% Hydroelectric 
33% Petroleum 
products 
12% Natural Gas 
6% Biomass 
3% Coal 
3% Renewables 
2% Nuclear 

Agriculture-Dairy, livestock (cattle), 
crops (apples) 
Manufacturing –Aircraft, technical 
and electronic, food 
Mining- Coal, cement, stone, gravel, 
gold  
Fishing- salmon 
Services- Professional, financial, 
commercial and retail  
Energy- Producer of hydroelectric 
power 

Energy efficiency 
resource standard 
Renewable Portfolio 
Standard 
State feed in tariff 
Net metering 
Utility grants and 
loans for renewables 
 

 

 

                                                           
111 Oregon Global Warming Commission, “Report to the Legislature”, 2013. 
112 “Oregon’s Energy Profile”, Oregon DOE website. Accessed at 
http://www.oregon.gov/energy/Pages/Oregon%27s-Energy-Profile.aspx 
113 Netstate, “Oregon’s Economy”. Accessed at http://www.netstate.com/economy/or_economy.htm 
114 Washington State Department of Transportation, “US Route 395- North Spokane Corridor Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions Discipline Report-Final”, January 6, 2011. 
115 Netstate, “Washington’s Economy”. Accessed at http://www.netstate.com/economy/wa_economy.htm 
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In many ways Oregon and Washington are similar both to each other and to California and BC. They 

share economic sectors like agriculture, forestry, fishing and wine. They also have similar percentages of 

emissions attributable to transportation and high percentages of power generated from non-fossil-fuels 

sources. These similarities have helped to make passage of the PCAPCE logical. In light of this agreement 

it is pertinent to explore the current policy landscape in each region. 

 

The success thus far of California’s allowance auctions116 and the stability117 of its offset market suggest 

that the state’s cap and trade mechanism will continue into the future. California officials have also been 

vocal about their hope that California’s structure will be adopted elsewhere118. There is a twofold 

benefit for California if this happens; they can claim to be the first successful comprehensive cap and 

trade state in the country, and any leakage effects would be minimized by a regional program. The 

Canadian province of Quebec has been the first to link with California’s market119. 

 

BC’s success in the reductions of fuel usage has been widely publicized, as has the apparent lack of 

economic damage to the province from the carbon tax- in essence, BC has proven it is possible to 

achieve positive environmental and economic outcomes simultaneously. However, with the tax 

currently frozen at its current level of $30/ton CO2e under the Clark regime, and the Canadian 

government vocally in support of the repeal of Australia’s carbon tax120, continued success seems 

dependent on the direction of political winds and the strength-in-numbers proposition of a regional 

carbon market with western US states. BC is also home to a large reserve of liquefied natural gas 

(LNG)121 which, if extracted, could present a challenge to the province’s GHG reduction goals and 

associated policies. 

 

To the north in Washington, Governor Jay Inslee recently focused his own agenda for carbon pricing by 

leading a legislative working group called the Climate Legislative and Executive Workgroup, or CLEW122. 

The group was tasked with providing a statewide policy proposal that addresses the state’s carbon 

reduction targets, and it held three public hearings in 2013 (in Spokane, Seattle and Olympia) to gather 

ideas.  

 

                                                           
116 Reyna, Emily, “California’s Cap and Trade Program After Six Months: Three Reasons the Momentum is Here to 
Stay”, Environmental Defense Fund guest blog. Accessed at http://greenlining.org/issues/2013/californias-cap-
and-trade-program-after-six-months-three-reasons-the-momentum-is-here-to-stay/ 
117Forest Trends’ Ecosystem Marketplace and Bloomberg New Energy Finance, “Maneuvering the Mosaic: State of 
the Voluntary Carbon Markets 2013”, June 20, 2013. 
118The Climate Group, Interview with Mary Nichols of CARB, June 14 2011. Accessed at 
http://www.theclimategroup.org/what-we-do/interviews/Mary-Nichols/ 
119 Carroll, Rory, “California says ready to link carbon market with Quebec”, Reuters online, November 6, 2013. 
Accessed at http://in.reuters.com/article/2013/11/06/california-carbon-idINL2N0IR03520131106 
120 “Statement by Parliamentary Secretary Paul Calandra on Australia Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s Introduction of 
Legislation to Repeal the Carbon Tax”, Canada News Center, Government of Canada, November 12, 2013. 
121 Janus, Andrea, “Christy Clark: BC will make ‘biggest contribution to Canada’ with natural gas”, CTV News Online, 
December 19, 2013. Accessed at http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/christy-clark-b-c-will-make-biggest-contribution-
to-canada-with-natural-gas-1.1601128 
122 CLEW website. Accessed at http://www.governor.wa.gov/issues/economy/climateWorkgroup/default.aspx 
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With two democrats and two republicans on the workgroup, agreement on policies has been difficult to 

reach. Most recently, each faction of the workgroup has released its own proposal to the state. The 

republicans have suggested increased focus on conservation, hydroelectric generation, nuclear 

power123, and the potential for relaxation of Washington’s GHG targets. The democrats have forwarded 

a proposal including a state carbon cap, clean fuels standard, reduction of electricity imported from 

coal-fired facilities in other states (known as “coal by wire”), and research for new clean-tech 

innovations124. Governor Inslee’s preference for cap and trade has been publicly stated125 although he is 

not a voting member of the workgroup, and feedback from the public hearings seems to indicate that 

among those who submitted written or verbal comments there is broad support for carbon pricing in 

some form.  

 

Oregon already attempted to pass cap and trade legislation in 2009 with no success. Legislators cited 

concerns about creating a new market in the midst of a recession126, as well as fears that the EU ETS- the 

best example Oregon had to follow at the time- was not effective127. With the economy in recovery, the 

flaws in the EU system identified, the success of California’s program and a new regional climate 

agreement, Oregon has tentatively begun to reopen the discussion of carbon pricing. Taxation appears 

to have gathered some momentum in Oregon’s policy discussion; cap and trade has not been actively 

promoted as of this writing. 

 

Together, Oregon and Washington can form an important united front to round out the intent of the 

PCAPCE. Currently in practically the same stage of policy development and having many economic 

sectors, climate threats and trading partners in common, our two states represent the future of climate 

policy on the West coast. 

Carbon Pricing in Oregon 
 

For context on the conclusions of our research, here are the conclusions drawn from the Northwest 

Economic Research Center (NERC) study, “Carbon Tax and Shift: How to make it work for Oregon’s 

Economy”128. TCT does not debate the validity of this study’s conclusions: 

                                                           
123 “Proposals of Representative Short and Senator Ericksen”, CLEW 2013. Accessed at 
http://www.governor.wa.gov/issues/economy/climateWorkgroup/default.aspx 
124 DRAFT Proposal for the CLEW Public Hearing on December 13 By Governor Inslee, Senator Ranker and 
Representative Fitzgibbon”, CLEW 2013. Accessed at 
http://www.governor.wa.gov/issues/economy/climateWorkgroup/default.aspx 
125 Northwest News Network. “Inslee Wants to Explore State-Only ‘Cap and Trade’ Scheme”, OPB online, October 
14, 2013. Accessed at http://earthfix.opb.org/energy/article/inslee-wants-to-explore-state-only-cap-and-trade-s/ 
126 Chu, Keith, “In Congress, Oregon has a few voices in key climate negotiations”. Bend Bulletin, March 22, 2009. 
Accessed at http://www.merkley.senate.gov/newsroom/in_the_news/article/?id=f6ea1ea4-a500-42bc-84c8-
a9a1df546cd7 
127 Sheppard, Kate, “DeFazio lambasts cap and trade”. Grist, June 23, 2009. Accessed at 
http://grist.org/article/2009-06-22-defazio-blasts-cap-and-trade/ 
128 Liu, Jenny H. and Renfro, Jeff, “Carbon Tax and Shift: How to Make it Work for Oregon’s Economy”, Northwest 
Economic Research Center, 2013. 
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 Carbon Tax* 

CO2 Reduction Impact Price would need to be $100/ton CO2e to meet 1990 emissions levels by 2030 
with this policy alone 

Employment 10% Reinvestment Scenario=  
2787 Jobs, $121M Labor Income 2015 
4845 Jobs, $207M Labor Income 2025 
25% Reinvestment Scenario= 
1231 Jobs, $47M Labor Income 2015 
3270 Jobs, $161M Labor Income 2025 

Economic Impact $60/ton CO2e= Revenues of: 
1.2B by 2015 
2.1B by 2025 
2.0B by 2035 

Social Equity Impact Both scenarios: Low income families (<$35,000) shielded from tax increases 

 

The authors of the tax study emphasize that these scenarios are not meant as specific policy 

recommendations but as valid representations of the potential outcomes of a $60/ton CO2e tax under 

different reinvestment scenarios. The primary aim of presenting this information is to demonstrate that 

carbon taxation does not necessarily imply negative economic outcomes. Additional study by the NERC 

will include an examination of impacts to individual industries and regions. 

 

As a basis of comparison, TCT has arrived at the following descriptive chart of impacts based on a 

qualitative assessment of the information presented in this report along our four key indicators: 

 

 C02 Jobs Economy Social Equity 

EU (ETS) Reduced Unaffected Unaffected Neutral effect 
RGGI (ETS) Reduced Gained Helped Equitable 
CA (ETS) Reduced Gained Helped Equitable 
BC (TAX) Reduced Unaffected Unaffected Neutral effect 
AU (TAX) Increased Unaffected Unaffected Neutral effect 

 

Both taxes and cap and trade programs have the potential for positive outcomes along the key 

indicators we studied. Some of the primary differences- that separate active words like “gained” from 

neutral ones like “unaffected” in the chart above- are in the particulars of program design. To illustrate 

this, we’ll use the examples of the BC tax and RGGI. 

 

Like any other tax, BC’s tax collects its revenue from individuals and businesses. The tax has the 

distinction of being revenue-neutral, which means that this collected revenue, rather than being used by 

the government, is repatriated in the form of reductions to other taxes. Unlike NERC’s proposed Oregon 

tax scenarios- which set aside a percentage of revenue for targeted reinvestments like energy efficiency 

and transportation improvements- BC has no targeted reinvestment requirement. 
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Because reinvestment may occur under a revenue-neutral tax but is not required, there is no way to 

definitively suggest specific gains or losses to jobs, economy or social equity under such a system. 

 

By contrast, the revenue collected from RGGI auctions comes with a caveat that at least 25% needs to 

be reinvested, and in practice most states reinvest more than 60%. This money is more easily traceable- 

it is usually invested in energy efficiency and GHG reduction projects- and this type of investment leads 

to net gains in jobs and an overall benefit to the economy, resulting in definitive suggestions of gains 

and losses. If Oregon’s goal is a carbon reduction system which leads to economic and job gains as well 

as improved social equity, this type of reinvestment, whether part of a cap and trade system or a tax, 

can provide greater certainty in the measurability of those outcomes. 

 

It is also worth mentioning here that social equity remains the hardest indicator to quantify in any 

carbon pricing system, even though climate change and social equity are intimately tied. As Oregon 

designs its transition to a low-carbon economy, it is useful to keep in mind the following 

recommendation from Buell and Mayne129, whose paper on equity in low-carbon investments featured a 

case study tracing the beginnings of Clean Energy Works Oregon: “Achieving social equity in low-carbon 

initiatives…means ensuring that low-income communities materially benefit from low-carbon initiatives 

(e.g. through cost savings, new income, improved quality of service), but also, as importantly, that they 

are represented and have a voice in decisions that impact on them.” Ultimately, social equity must be 

the lens through which any carbon policy is developed; otherwise these impacts will prove difficult to 

measure. 

 

As context for which system may perform better in Oregon, there are two primary reasons often cited 

by economists who prefer taxation over cap and trade. One is that because prices are allowed to vary 

under cap and trade, negative economic effects may arise from industries’ inability to plan for these 

sudden changes. The other is that taxation is generally perceived as easier to administer because it can 

utilize portions of existing tax structures.  

 

In practice, the price of carbon under the EU ETS (the most volatile system we examined) was no more 

volatile than that of fossil fuels commodities like oil or natural gas130. Moreover, a report by the Brattle 

Group examining likely effects of price volatility to small businesses under the California cap and trade 

system found that fuel and electricity prices have shifted by much larger amounts historically than 

businesses could expect them to shift under a carbon price, even in an extreme carbon pricing 

scenario131.   

 

 

                                                           
129 Buell, Becky and Mayne, Ruth, “Bringing Social Equity into Low-Carbon Investment: why it matters and 
emerging lessons”, August 2011. 
130 Brown, Lucas Merrill et al, “The EU Emissions Trading System: Results and Lessons Learned”, Environmental 
Defense Fund, 2012. 
131 The Brattle Group, “The Economic Impact of AB32 on California Small Businesses”, December 2009. 
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Finally, an academic paper published in The Energy Journal suggests that modest price volatility may 

actually be beneficial, as regulated entities may take GHG-reduction actions earlier to hedge against 

future risks132. As for which is easier to administer, there continues to be debate. Since either system is 

invariably subject to the same forces- decisions about design and implementation, codifying of policy, 

political exemptions- the decision for any jurisdiction should be based on an educated judgment of 

future effectiveness. 

 

Short of providing a full economic modeling analysis, TCT hopes that the above information proves 

helpful to legislators when attempting to answer the question of how a cap and trade program might 

affect Oregon with regard to CO2 reduction, jobs, economy and social equity indicators. In addition, we 

would like to address how either system might align with some of Oregon’s other stated commitments:  

 The Oregon Global Warming Commission has recommended that climate policy should address 

the production, use and conservation of utility scale fuels and transportation, as well provide 

positive environmental and social outcomes133. Both taxes and cap and trade have the potential 

for comprehensive coverage of all fuels and careful consideration of low income families, 

however only a well-designed cap and trade structure can provide a reliable metric for the 

assessment of GHG reductions. 

 The Portland Climate Action Plan134 emphasizes the need for climate action to go hand-in-hand 

with job creation. Because the money gathered from cap and trade auctions (in practice) is 

usually partially reinvested in projects rather than returned directly to businesses and 

individuals as a revenue-neutral tax does, cap and trade has the potential to drive job creation in 

a way a revenue-neutral tax cannot.  

 The Governor’s 10-Year Energy Plan135 proposes both streamlining of financing and investment 

for renewables and energy efficiency, and goals to decrease the carbon intensity of 

transportation. If the process for financing clean energy projects is streamlined, Oregon will be 

well-poised to quickly utilize VC, corporate and other types of capital that a cap and trade 

system would likely attract, or to utilize carbon tax revenues for climate and energy projects. 

 The PCAPCE jurisdictions have each agreed to price carbon and to harmonize their emission 

reduction targets, adding mid-term carbon reduction goals. While a tax may realize significant 

emissions reductions, cap and trade prioritizes emissions, ensuring that the goals this pact 

agrees upon can be met with less uncertainty. 

  

                                                           
132 Chen, Yihsu and Tseng, Chung-Li, “Inducing Clean Technology in the Energy Sector: Tradable Permits or Carbon 
Tax Policies?”, The Energy Journal, Volume 32, No. 3, 2011. 
133 Oregon Global Warming Commission, “Interim Roadmap to 2020”, October 29, 2010. 
134 City of Portland and Multnomah County, “Climate Action Plan 2009”. City of Portland Bureau of Planning and 
Sustainability and Multnomah County Sustainability Program, October 2009. 
135 State of Oregon, “10-Year Energy Action Plan”, December 14, 2012. 
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Carbon Pricing Program Design 
 
Multiple Options 

 

There are two things to keep in mind about cap and trade systems and carbon taxes. One is that neither 

system on its own is likely to reduce emissions enough to meet the dramatic emission reduction targets 

needed. Change can and must be systemic, in that these mechanisms must be complemented by 

additional policies, collaboration with the private sector and NGOs, technological innovation, and 

behavior change at the individual level. The other is that these systems are not a dichotomy, and can 

actually be complementary of each other. Ways to incorporate elements from both systems include: 

 Designing a system that begins with a carbon tax to send a price signal, and then switches to cap 

and trade. Australia was set to do this before the attempted repeal of its tax, BC is still 

contemplating a future shift to cap and trade, and South Africa136 plans a system like this in the 

future. 

 Using taxes on certain economic sectors and caps on others. Some European countries, like 

Sweden137, are using taxes as an element of complementary policy, to cover sectors not covered 

by cap and trade. 

 Creating a system with both a cap and a public benefit element- a cap and dividend system. This 

approach has been advocated by Theda Skocpol of Harvard University in a recent report138 

because its economic benefits are more directly tied to the pocketbooks of ordinary citizens and 

therefore are easier to advocate. 

 

 

 

                                                           
136 Department of National Treasury, Republic of South Africa, “Carbon Tax Policy Paper”, May 2013. 
137 International Energy Agency, “Energy Policies of IEA Countries: Sweden”, 2013. 
138 Skocpol, Theda, “Naming the Problem: What it will take to counter extremism and engage Americans in the 
fight against global warming”, Harvard University, 2013.  
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A Policy Pathway 

 

In summary, we have compiled the following suggestions for Oregon policy makers based on the 

experiences of jurisdictions with existing carbon pricing schemes: 

 

EU ETS  Carefully monitor the free allocation of allowances to avoid oversupply 

 Base initial allocation of allowances upon verified emissions under a reporting standard 

 Add additional sectors to the reporting standard before adding them to the cap 

 Pilot the carbon pricing system by beginning with a few industries and/or incentives for 
early adoption 

RGGI  Plan for changes to the in-state and out-of-state energy mixes that could impact state 
competitiveness or lead to emissions leakage 

 Use targeted reinvestment to lessen social equity impacts and win utility support 
BC Tax  Carefully consider all possible carbon pricing options before selecting or designing a system  

 Plan to link revenues directly to environmental and social equity benefits and communicate 
these benefits effectively to the public 

AU Tax  Complete an analysis of cap and trade for Oregon similar to NERC’s carbon tax study to form 
a basis of comparison for a policy decision 

 Be mindful of the interactions of both taxes and cap and trade systems with existing and 
proposed complementary policies, to avoid inefficiencies and inequity outcomes 

 Plan accordingly for political turnover; sudden changes in major aspects of a program can 
send an uncertain signal to businesses and consumers 

CA 
AB32 

 Carefully evaluate whether passing a cap and trade program inside a bundle of related 
legislation is likely to help or hinder passage, and which complementary policies are likely to 
help Oregon reach its emissions reduction goals 

 Implement  a Low Carbon Fuel Standard, to help guarantee reductions from the 
transportation sector as California has done 

 Plan for backlash from fossil fuels producers and importers, possibly in the form of a voter 
referendum 

 Establish clear guidelines for the management, use and retirement of offsets, if used 

 Continue collaboration with the Oregon Global Warming Commission to look at potential 
climate change impacts to Oregon and offer policy recommendations 

 Prioritize validity and transparency of science and evaluations from regional universities and 
other organizations, and communicate this information effectively to the public 

 

Conclusion 
 

Survivability  

 

No jurisdiction yet has had a perfect experience with any carbon pricing system, but Australia is the only 

jurisdiction of those we examined which is currently in the process of repealing their carbon pricing 

scheme. It is clear that a high level of political friction has been a major contributing factor to this 

impending repeal, but this may be illustrative of the effect of the political process with regard to carbon 

pricing. While opponents of cap and trade argue that its complexities are a disadvantage, this same 

complexity may contribute to increased difficulty in repealing a cap and trade program once in place. 
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Cap and trade systems certainly have opponents as well; the initial difficulty of the EU ETS and the voter 

referendum to repeal California’s AB32 are examples of this. However, both the EU and California cap 

and trade systems have survived, due in part to the prioritization of transparency and flexibility. The 

flexibly-designed BC carbon tax is also experiencing positive results. In any jurisdiction, the prioritization 

of transparency and designing for future flexibility will aid the survivability of a carbon pricing system.  

 

A Unified West Coast Marketplace 

 

Perhaps the most important takeaway from the experiences of other jurisdictions is that it is possible to 

create successful regional carbon pricing schemes, as the PCAPCE agreement proposes. It is notable that 

there are not yet any multi-jurisdictional carbon tax schemes; the complexity of writing interlocking tax 

code for jurisdictions within a region may have prevented this type of scheme to date. The EU ETS and 

RGGI, however, provide two examples of cap and trade systems which have successfully created 

multijurisdictional carbon markets.  

 

In light of the PCAPCE and California’s intent to link systems with other jurisdictions, Oregon and 

Washington have the opportunity to make a regional system like those in the Northeast and EU a reality 

on the west coast. As all signatories of the PCAPCE are trading partners, harmonizing carbon prices for 

all jurisdictions could minimize competitiveness impacts to each.  In addition, TCT believes that Oregon 

can learn from the EU’s experience, in that jurisdictions within the EU which now use carbon taxes do so 

in addition to the cap and trade program. By doing so, these jurisdictions are minimizing the 

complications which can arise from multiple system types in the same region (including leakage), while 

creating the additional revenue a tax can provide. 

 

The Role of Fund Managers 

One last, and very important, consideration for policy makers in Oregon is this: once funds are collected 

through either a carbon tax or an allowance auction, what happens to them? That is, how are these 

funds allocated, and what is the responsible entity charged with managing this process? RGGI states, for 

example, have largely funneled their auction proceeds through existing or newly created energy 

efficiency funds. Since RGGI is regulating only emissions from utilities, this is a logical use of its auction 

proceeds. 

 

Energy efficiency is an extremely popular way to realize easy GHG emissions reductions, but is only one 

piece of the low-carbon economic landscape and can therefore represent only a portion of Oregon’s 

overall response to climate change. For context, here is a breakdown of Oregon’s in-border emissions 

sources in 2010139: 

 

 

                                                           
139 Oregon Global Warming Commission, “Report to the Legislature”, 2013. 
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Transportation 35.9% 

Residential and commercial 35.5% 

Industrial 19.7% 

Agriculture 8.6% 

 

To reduce emissions in every one of these sectors requires a broader focus which includes changing our 

transportation systems and land use practices. Because larger reductions require the inclusion of all 

emitting sectors, Oregon should give consideration to the effective management of the funds targeted 

to these multiple sectors. 

 

One example of such a design is in Alberta, Canada. As Oregon currently does with utilities, Alberta 

regulates emissions from all industries, charging fees to entities not in compliance. These fees are then 

collected by the government as part of its Climate Change and Emissions Management Fund and used to 

fund the Climate Change and Emissions Management Corporation (CCEMC)140, an independent entity 

charged with funding GHG reduction projects in carbon capture and storage (CCS), energy efficiency, 

renewables, clean energy, climate adaptation and biological GHG sources. This approach has saved over 

40 million tons of GHGs since 2007. 

 

Epilogue 

 

Ultimately before Oregon can decide between a carbon tax and a cap and trade system, legislators will 

need to address the following question: does Oregon want to be certain of carbon prices, or certain of 

carbon reduction? The choice of system (or systems) very much depends on Oregon’s goals, and TCT 

hopes that the information contained in this report provides illumination on current experiences with 

both major carbon pricing systems, for the benefit of Oregonians and of our world. 

                                                           
140 Ccemc.ca 


